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1 Product description
DOL 53X is a series of one-house controllers specifically designed for poultry houses. The controller series includes several variants. Each of them meets the different requirements for climate and production control in
connection with the production forms and geographical climatic conditions.
• DOL 534 climate controller
• DOL 535 production controller
• DOL 539 climate and production controller (obtained by combining DOL 534 and DOL 535)
DOL 534 is available in the following climate software variants:
• LPV
• T (Tunnel)
• CT (Combi-Tunnel)
• N (Natural ventilation)
DOL 535 is available in the following production software variants:
• Broiler (broiler)
• Production (limited functions for broilers)
• Breeder (parent stock)
• Layer (layers)
The controller is operated via a large touch display with graphical views of the ventilation status, icons and
curves, among other things. The pages shown in the display may be adapted in accordance with the user requirements so that the most frequently used working procedures are easily accessible. In addition, a wide range
of functions such as 24-hour clock, light, water meter, and extra - sensor are named by the user, so the functions are easier to recognize in menus and alarms.
Along with two USB ports, DOL 53X provides two LAN ports for connection of the management program FarmOnline.
10" and 7" controller display
The displays shown in this manual are from a 10" controller display where the menu overview is shown to the
left in the display. If you use a controller with a 7” display, the menus are shown in the middle of the display.
Using a 7” display you can press the menu headlines at the top
of the display to go back step-by-step in the menus.
If more steps are available that what can be shown, you can
press the 3 dots and select a menu from the appearing list.
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2 Work routine
This technical manual deals with the installation of the controller and and is aimed primarily at the technicians
and electricians who will be mounting, installing and testing the controller.
According to current national and in Europe also EU regulations, the installation must be carried out by expert
personnel.
Note that electrical equipment may not be opened without removing the supply voltage, and only competent personnel may carry out servicing operations and troubleshooting.
The following checklist indicates the main points of the work flow regarding set up of the house controller.

Mounting
1. House controller.
2. Emergency opening, if applicable.

Installation
1. Connect cables according to the circuit diagrams for the emergency opening of the system.
2. Set voltage in the controller.
3. Connect mains voltage to the controller.
4. Select components in the house controller's menu
reviewing all points in the Installation Installation wizard.

Technical | Installation | Installation wizard by

5. Connect the individual components by means of the controller's menu
Show connections and the circuit diagrams.

Technical | Installation |

6. Customize the controller page views to show precisely those functions and values used in the individual
house.
7. Adjust the system.
8. Test the system.

Start-up
1. Setting and calibration.

Technical Manual
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3 Installation guide
3.1 Selecting components
There are two ways to carry out installation of the controller.
At the initial installation: Use Installation wizard which will guide you through all the options of the functions.
At adaptation of the existing installation: Use the menu Technical | Manual installation which enables you
to go directly to the relevant function.
Select components in the installation menu of the controller.
(

Technical | Installation | Start installation or Manual
installation).

It is not possible to select more components than there is available I/O for.
You must therefore be aware of whether the controller accepts
your wish to connect a component
If missing I/O, you can:
• install extra I/O modules (if these are available).
• uninstall components.

While functions are selected in the Installation and Show connections setup menus, all alarms will be delayed. Thus, no
alarms will be generated until 2 minutes after the last change in
the installation menu.
This is indicated as info in the alarm menu for as long as the
delay is active.
This does not apply to alarms from CAN bus communication (I/
O modules).

3.2 Select type of Unit of measurements
Unit of measurements

The controller can display the units as both metric and US units.

3.3 View week number
View week number

View of week number at the top of all pages.

3.4 Connecting components
The majority of the connection terminals are universal. Different components can therefore be installed using
the individual terminals.

8
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When you select a component from the menu
Technical
| Installation | Manual installation the house controller allocates I/O on the basis of a list. This means that the house controller selects the first available I/O on the list, and that the components are allocated I/O in the order they are selected.
The same I/O allocation in several controllers – i.e. when the individual components are connected to the same terminal numbers – is ensured by saving the set-up on a USB stick and entering the set-up into several controllers.

3.4.1 Installation wizard
The installation wizard starts automatically when you switch the controller on for the first time. The wizard provides a structured walk-through of the installation of controller functions. We recommend using the wizard for installation.
Thus it supports that necessary selections and settings are made in connection with the controller setup.
Choose between:
• Technical | Installation wizard: A complete installation
walk-through.
• Technical | Manual installation: Installation or adaptation of
a specific function, for example, cooling. Here individual
changes can be saved.

Press the arrow buttons in the top right corner to move one step
forwards or backwards in the installation.
Press the X in the upper left corner to terminate the installation
before all steps are completed.
Press Cancel to finish without saving.
Press Confirm to save changes.
Also see section Work Routine for an overview of the complete
procedure for setting up the house controller.

Technical Manual
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3.4.2 The menu Show connection
When you have selected all the components in the installation menu, the house computer will show you where
to connect the individual components.
See the menu Show connection for where exactly to connect the individual components.
When a wiring diagram in the Circuit Diagrams and Cable Plans reads "See Show connection", it refers to this
menu.

3.4.3 Manual I/O allocation
If you want to decide the I/O-allocation for one or more components yourself, you can change it manually under
the menu item Manual I/O allocation.
Select the menu
Technical | Installation | Manual I/O
allocation, and press the component to be changed.

Choose between the listed terminals. Please note if a terminal
is currently allocated to another function.
Press the required terminal.

If you use a terminal that is currently used by another function,
the house controller will change the I/O allocation for this function.
Check in the menu Show connections that the house controller
has moved the first allocated function to another terminal.
The controller will change the I/O allocation instantly.
If the I/O allocation can be changed, the house controller will
accept it.
If the I/O allocation cannot be changed, the house controller will
reject it, and the I/O allocation will remain unchanged.

10
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3.4.4 Shared equipment
Controllers in the same network (see Network settings [} 47]) can share equipment such as outside temperature sensor and outside humidity sensor.
The controller where the equipment is physically connected is called the ‘Master’. The other controllers are
called ‘Clients’.
A climate or production controller may be the’ Master’ of connected equipment while it is also the ‘Client’ of
equipment connected to another controller.
If the connection between the controllers is lost, an alarm appears on both the ‘Master’ and the ‘Client’
controller.

Example of shared outside temperature sensor - setup in ‘Client’ controller
Select the menu

Techical | Installation | Manual installation | Climate | Sensors | Temperature sensor

Activate Use shared outside temperature sensor.

Select the controller where the outside temperature sensor is
connected.

The name of the controller providing the outside temperature is
shown in the display.

3.5 The menu Installation
3.5.1 Layer house
House type

Selecting the house type

House settings

Setting the number of rows and number of tiers per row (layers in cages).
Setting the number of compartments (aviary).

Technical Manual
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3.5.2 Animals
The purpose of the menu is to record the number of animals in the house with the desired accuracy (stocked,
dead, moved, etc.). It makes the registration of, for example, feed and water more accurate.

Setting the composition of the animal groups.

Animal type

Broilers: Sexed animals / Females and males / Females only / Males only
Breeders: Females and males / Females only / Males only
Layers: Females

3.5.2.1 Animal categories for breeders
The animals can be divided into groups for layers in cages or aviary and for breeders.
Dividing the animals into groups can give a more precise registration of stocked, dead, livability, and animal
weight for the various sections in the livestock house.
In the case of layers in cages, a group of animals must be located in one or more consecutive tiers.
In houses with aviaries, one compartment holds one group of animals.
Layers in cages
It is impossible to create more animal groups than the number of tiers in the house.
Tier 10
Tier 9
Animal group 3
Tier 8
Tier 7
Tier 6
Tier 5

Animal group 2

Tier 4
Tier 3
Animal group 1

Tier 2
Tier 1
Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

Figure 1: The example shows a cage system with 3 animal groups distributed on 10 tiers.

Number of animal groups

Setting the number of animal groups.

Animal groups settings

Naming the animal groups and setting the first tier for each animal group.
The controller allocates the same animal group to the intermediate tiers. Consequently, when animal group 2 starts in tier 4, animal group 1 will be located in tiers
1-3. See also the drawing above.
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Layers in aviary
When dividing the livestock house into compartments, the animals may be divided into the corresponding number of groups, provided that the function Use animal groups is activated.
If only one compartment is created, the registrations apply to the entire livestock house.
Compartment Compartment
1

2

Compartment

Compartment Compartment
4

3

5

Figure 2: The example shows an aviary house with 5 compartments corresponding to 5 animal groups.

Use animal groups

Activation of the function divides the animals into one group per compartment.

Animal groups settings

Naming and display of the animal groups.

Breeders in animal groups
Animal group 2
Rustil Gold females

Controller 1

Controller 2

Animal group 1
Rustil Gold males

Animal group 1
Ross 308 males

Animal group 3
Ross 308 females

Animal group 2
Ross 308 females
Figure 3: The example shows a building with breeders in an aviary divided into animal groups and animal types.
Number of animal groups

Setting the number of animal groups.

Animal type

Naming of animal groups and choice of animal type.
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3.5.3 Light control
The light control consists of different types of light: main light, slave light, extra light and inspection light. The
main light, slave light and extra light can be fitted with a light dimmer. If the main light is fitted with a light dimmer, you can select between the modes Standard and Flexible. When using standard mode for main light, you
can reduce the primary light for a period of time during the day. When using flexible mode for main light, you
can adjust the main light through day programs and change the light intensity at up to 30 points per day.
Extra light can be adjusted independently of the main light through day programs and the light intensity can also
be adjusted through day programs.
Dawn/dusk lighting can be simulated in one or two steps by selecting a light source with light-dimming (Only applies to Main light mode = Standard). The light dimmer can be installed with or without a relay.
Light dimmers with relays are used in houses where the light source used cannot be switched off by means of
the dimmer alone.

Type of light

Installation

Mode

Program

Light intensity

Main

Dimmer with relay
Dimmer without relay

Standard

Yes

Dawn/dusk

Reduce main light

Fixed level

Flexible

Yes

Up to 30 points a
day

Relay

Standard

Yes

No

Dimmer with relay
Dimmer without relay

Standard

No Offset to main

Dawn/dusk

Relay

Standard

No Offset to main

No

Auxiliary

Dimmer with relay
Dimmer without relay

Flexible

Yes

Up to 30 points a
day

Inspection

Yes
Yes with relay

Manual (automatic
stop)

No

Fixed level

Slave

In addition, a light color control can be selected, which makes it possible to change the color of the light and
therefore simulate the changing colors of the sunlight.

Main light, slave light and extra light
Name

This is used to name a light source according to function, so that it can be recognized in the menus and alarms.

Light intensity unit

Setting if the light intensity should be adjusted in lux or as a percentage of maximum light intensity.

Light sensor controlled

Selecting the light sensor control, so that the light sensor adjusts the lighting level
automatically.

Use boost

This is used for light fixtures that cannot be switched on unless they start at maximum power for a short period of time.

Use Reduce Main Light

Only at Main light mode = Standard
Select if you should be able to reduce the main light for a period during the day
and naming according to the light source to be reduced.

Max. light intensity

Setting how wide a scale you should be able to adjust the light within. This enables you to adapt the light control to the type of light source used in the house.
The scale can be set from 1-1000 lux and the factory setting is 100 lux.

Light dimmer boost time
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Setting the duration of the boost when the light is turned on.
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When light has been installed with a light dimmer, it can turn on using a so-called
boost. It means that it turns on with the maximum intensity and that it then adjusts
according to the setting.
Inspection light
Setting for how long the inspection light should be switched on.

Inspection light

Select the light sources for inspection light.
When a light source has been installed with a light dimmer, a required light intensity for the inspection light can also be set.
Light sensor
Setup of which light source the individual sensor is to be connected to. The controller regulates according to an average value if several light sensors are set up
for the same light source.

Light sensors

When installing light you must decide how the function is to react in an emergency situation.
Yes: In case of control failure, the light is on.
No: In case of control failure, the light is off.

3.5.3.1 Light sensor
When using a light dimmer, the light can be controlled by a sensor.
The light sensor is also used for alarming purposes.
Select which sensor type to use.
If Other Sensor is selected, it must be calibrated.

3.5.4 Feed control
3.5.4.1 Pan feeding
Feed start / stop day

For time and quantity-controlled feeding with and without distribution, this control
type is used only between the start and stop days indicated. Otherwise, only timecontrolled feeding is used.

Check consumption
when birds stop eating

For time and quantity-controlled feeding with distribution.

Feeding pause time

For time and quantity-controlled feeding with distribution.

Feeding stops when no consumption of feed has been registered during the indicated time. Then the controller will check if the indicated amount has been reached.
After a feed auger stop, the auger will restart after the pause set, if the required
amount has not been reached.

Feed accept area

For time and quantity-controlled feeding with distribution.
When the feed amount reaches the desired amount minus Feed accept range, the
controller will stop.

Technical Manual
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For time and quantity-controlled feeding with distribution. At the end of a feeding
process, the controller checks whether the quantity of feed allocated is higher or
lower than required for the entire feed period. If less feed than required has been allocated, the controller corrects the feeding by adding a quantity which corresponds
to the deviation; however, not more than the Max. feed correction. Similarly, too
much feed will be deducted from the next feeding process; however, not more than
the Min. feed correction set.

Min. feed correction
Max. feed correction

For time and quantity-controlled feeding with distribution. At the end of a feeding
process, the controller checks whether the quantity of feed allocated is higher or
lower than required for the entire feed period. If less feed than required has been allocated, the controller corrects the feeding by adding a quantity which corresponds
to the deviation; however, not more than the Max. feed correction. Similarly, too
much feed will be deducted from the next feeding process; however, not more than
the Min. feed correction set.

Min. feed correction
Max. feed correction

This function is intended for hens in an egg-laying production, and provides the opportunity to add, for example, eggshells to the feed on a set day number and time of
day.

Feed supplement

3.5.4.1.1 Pan feeding - time and amount controlled with distribution
Adjusted required amount

Feed consumption

Max. correction
Required amount
Too little consumed feed

Period 1

Period 2

Too much consumed feed

Required amount

Min. correction
Adjusted required amount

Period 1

Period 2

Figure 4: Minimum and maximum correction

In the subsequent feeding period, the production controller corrects for too much or too little consumed feed.
If less feed is consumed than desired, this is added in the next period (up to Max. correction).
If more feed is consumed than desired, this is subtracted in the next period (no more than Min. correction).

3.5.4.2 Chain feeding
Min. time between
chain runs

16

Pause set between chain runs.
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Note that room must be made for the chain runs and pauses required within the individual feeding periods.
Chain run time

Setting the runtime for one chain rotation. It is important to set this parameter correctly.

Chain awakening

Activating the Awakening function. The chain runs for a short time before a new feeding process starts to activate and make the animals ready to eat when feeding starts.

Chain wakeup runtime

Setting the short start time for the chain before feeding.

Chain awakening
pause time

Setting of time from when start-up run time stops and until feeding starts.

Feed supplement

This function is intended for hens in an egg-laying production, and provides the opportunity to add eggshells to the feed on a set day number and time of day.

24 hours
Run time

Run time

Run time

Number required

Number calculated

Min. time between chain Min. time between chain Min. time between chain
runs
runs
runs

Figure 5: Run time and minimum time between chain runs

Check that the calculated number of chain runs corresponds to the required number (in the menu Production |
Feed control). If not, you have to adjust the feeding periods or the setting for Min. time between chain runs.

Feeding period
Chain running
OFF

Wakeup

Start feeding

Paused

Figure 6: Chain awakening

When the chain is running briefly before feedings starts, the animals will be ready when the feed arrives.

3.5.4.3 Destination feeding
Number of cross augers

When more than one cross auger is used at destination feeding, filling at cross
auger 1 and the destinations associated with it will start. When full, the following
cross augers start filling in turn.

Destination valve runtime

Setting the time it takes the destination valve to switch between open and closed.

Destination pause time

Setting the time the cross auger is running between weighing processes to the individual destinations. This will empty the auger, ensuring a brief pause when switching between the destinations.

Destination mode

Choice of different daily feed rate calculations:
Daily target:

Fixed amount of feed per destination (kg).
Reference curve:

Grams per animals according to curve (males/females) (variable total amount of
feed).
Daily target/animal:

Fixed amount per animal (grams) (variable total amount of feed).

Technical Manual
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Feed type selection

Selection of feed type is made either for each animal type or for each destination.
Per destination:
Selection of feed type for each destination (in the menu
tions).

Filling | Destina-

Per animal type:
Selection of feed type for each animal type (in the menu
Filling | Feed type
selection). Select this option if all animals of the same gender should have the
same feed).
Destinations limited

Selecting if the destinations are restricted (yes/no).
If during feeding the animals need more feed than the destinations can hold, the
system needs to make a refill. A single refill can be made. Also see Destinations
limited - refilling [} 19].

Destinations setup

Selection of animal group, animal type, and afterrun setup.
In addition, when adjusting according to reference curve or daily target a Relative
target (%) must be set. See also below.
At Destination limited , there are also settings for maximum feed amount for normal filling and for refilling, respectively.
Animal group: Selection of animal group for each destination.
Animal type: Selection of animal type (females/males) for each

destination.
Please note that the setup for the animal type in each animal
group must match the settings in the menu

Technical |
Installation | Manual installation | Production | Animal type.
After runtime: Setting the time it takes for the feed to get from

the weigher to the individual destination.
Destination 1 is the one closest to the weigher.
Relative target: Setting the feed distribution among the individ-

ual destinations. Used when setting up destinations according
to reference curve.

18
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When distribution is carried out, the controller adjusts the distribution so that the sum always totals 100% for the same animal
group.

After runtime:

Start of feed for destination 5
End of feed for destination 4
Pause time

Figure 7: After runtime and pause

3.5.4.3.1 Destinations limited - refilling
It is possible to have the controller make a refill when a destination cannot hold the required feed quantity in one
filling.
Select Yes in the column Limited next to the animal type that needs refilling.
Delay in refilling: Set the time from when the feeding starts until it reaches the destination.
Max refill time: Set the maximum length of time the refilling may take. If it exceeds this time, controller will emit
an alarm.
Max fill amount: Set the maximum amount of feed there is room for at the destination.
Max refill amount: Set the maximum amount of feed that shall be used for refilling.

Refilling is used both for automatic and manual filling.

Technical Manual
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Sequence:
1. Start : 13:00
2. Delay: 02:00 mm ss
From start of refilling

3. Feed reaches destination: 13:02

Delay in refilling

To when feed reaches the
destination

Figure 8: Refilling must be delayed slightly (Delay in refilling) in order to ensure there is room for the feed at the destination.

3.5.4.4 Tier feeding
Tier feeding can be used in, for example, layer cage and layer aviary. When installing tier feeding, the number
of relays determine the options for tier feeding mode.
Depending on the setup, tier feeding can meet different demands in the layer house.
In an aviary system, you can avoid, for example, that the birds stay in the upper part of the house in the middle
of the day.
In a cage system, you can disable individual tiers where there is no need for feeding in connection with stocking
the house.

Tier feeding mode

Select relay per tier or relay per feed group.
The relay enables you to activate and deactivate feeding manually for the individual tiers or feed groups.

Number of feed lines
(for Layer aviary)

Setting the number of installed feed lines (feed chains).

Number of feed groups

Setting the number of feed groups.

Feed group settings
Feed group This is used to name a feeding group so that it can be recognized in the menus

and alarms.
First/last feed line Setting the first and last feed line (for Layer aviary).
Feeding time Setting the feeding time.
Tier settings
(for Layer cage)

Setting up which feed groups belong to which tiers.

Pause feeding input settings

Setting if the feeding should restart automatically.

Feed supplement

This function is intended for hens in an egg-laying production, and provides the
opportunity to add, for example, eggshells to the feed from a set day number and
time of day.

Animate feeding

Setting a short period of time between feedings when the feeding system is running to encourage the females to eat more.
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Use split feeding

Setting whether it should be possible to feed the animals with different types of
feed during the day. The function allows you to select feed type up to four times a
day.

The number of feeding groups is determined by how the feeding system is physically dimensioned (number of
animals, feed weigher capacity, number of cross augers, cross auger capacity, day silos). The more feeding
groups that are created, the longer it will take to complete the feeding program.

Tier 6
Feeding group 1

Tier 5
Tier 4

Feeding group 2
Tier 3
Tier 2
Feeding group 3
Tier 1
Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Figure 9: Examples of designations for tier feeding. Feed group 1 - here at the top tier - is fed first.

Run time setup.

Feeding group 1 is fed first, followed by the subsequent feeding
groups. The shift to the next feeding group occurs when the
feed chain stops after the run time expires. The system is filled
up until it registers that it is full. Hereafter, the next feeding
group will start.
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Figure 10: Run time is the time it takes for the feed chain to run all the way around.
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3.5.4.5 Feed weighers
3.5.4.5.1 Shared feed weigher - via controllers in the same network
These feed weighers: DOL 9940, drum weigher or electronic silo weigher can be shared via the network.
A feed weigher may be shared by up to 8 controllers, when the controllers are connected to the same network
(LAN) (see Network settings [} 47]). The controller with the feed weigher connected is set up as ‘Master’, the
other controllers as ‘Clients’. See the section Shared equipment [} 11]. Any silos and silo weighing must be connected to and installed on the ‘Master’ controller.

Client

LAN cable

Client

LAN cable
Cross

auger

3

Cross
auger
2
Cross

auger

1

Master

Each controller must have its own cross auger.
The feed weigher cannot have a feed separation shutter.
When feeding or filling in one livestock house has finished, the feed weigher is release for use in another house.
The status of the feed weigher can be seen in the menu
tion | Shared feed weigher.

| Production | Feed weigher as well as Produc-

The ‘Master’ controller can show the combined feed consumption for all houses and the current silo content.
Silo deliveries must also be entered in the ‘Master’ controller.
Each controller shows the consumption in the house in question, just as the feed programs are set up in each
individual controller.

3.5.4.5.2 Shared feed weigher with separation shutter
DOL 9940-2 or drum weigher
A feed weigher can be shared between two house controllers. One house computer is to be set up as the controlling computer. This means that this house controller controls the distribution shutter of the weigher. For this
purpose, it uses a relay. Both house controllers use an input (sharing signal) and a relay (request relay) to signal to each other whether or not they are currently using the feed weigher.

Controlling house computer
Request relay

Uses the feed weigher

Does not use the feed weigher

Distribution shutter. Relay ON

Distribution shutter. Relay OFF

Distribution shutter position: 10 V

Distribution shutter position: 0 V

Always ON

Off
When feeding is required, turn on
the relay for 10 seconds every 2
minutes
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Shared signal

Uses the feed weigher

Does not use the feed weigher

0 V. If the second house wishes to
use the weigher, the signal will increase to 10 V for 10 seconds every 2 minutes.

The shared signal is 10 V

Signals for shared feed weigher.
In addition, each controller has its own feed demand sensor, cross auger relay, cross auger supply sensor and
silo augers.
Furthermore, a number of silos are installed for each controller.
A shared feed weigher must be calibrated in both controllers (it is possible to copy the calibration value
from one controller to the other).

3.5.4.5.3 Shared silo
The function Shared silo can only be used on farms where the production controllers are connected through a
LAN network and where the management program FarmOnline Explorer is used.
A silo that supplies feed to several houses should be regulated and divided by the production controllers in the
different houses.
When a silo is divided between different production controllers in such a way, the consumption/delivery for one
production controller is transferred to the others as a change in the current silo content.
The following common values apply:
1. Silo content The production controller automatically reduces the silo content with an amount corresponding
to the animals' feed consumption.
2. The user adds the amount of feed delivered to one of the house controllers manually and the other house
controllers update the silo content automatically. However, the value of the amount of feed delivered is only
available in the delivery log on the house controller it was entered on.
3. Tare. The user can change the current silo content. It can be set to any value, but the function is most often
used to ensure that the production controller records an empty silo as having a silo content of 0.
The production controllers should be on the same LAN network. In the management program FarmOnline Explorer, the production controller should be a part of the same configuration. This way they get access to data
from each other. See the section Network settings [} 47] for the setup of the production controllers on a network and see the FarmOnline Explorer Technical Manual for creating a configuration. The workflow is as follows:
1. Connect the production controllers to the LAN network.
2. Create a configuration in FarmOnline Explorer, where the controllers are included.
3. Create and name the shared silo in one of the controllers.
4. Select the silo in the other controllers.
All silos can be used as shared silo. The setup of silos should be carried out in all the connected controllers.
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First select the number of silos.
Then, under the heading Silo settings, select if the silo should
be shared with other production controllers.

Set the silo to be shared.

This is done by selecting Create silo.
The name of a shared silo should be unique at the farm to
make it possible to tell the silos apart.

When a shared silo has been created, is should be selected
from the other controllers to set up the connection between
them. This is done by clicking Attach.
The shared silo with the new name is displayed in the production menu.

Silos cannot be shared if electronic silo surveillance is activated or an electronic silo is selected as feed
weigher.

3.5.4.5.4 Electronic silo weighing
Start by selecting Electronic silo weigher followed by the number of Silos for feed weigher.
Please note that silo weighing boxes must be installed before electronic silo weighing can be selected, see also
the installation menu and the Technical User Guide for the silo weighing box.
On farms with several silos and only one physical silo auger, select Electronic silo weigher common auger.
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A stable weighing signal is important to achieve a correctly registered feed consumption, feed supply and silo
weight.
Therefore, the following conditions must be considered when installing
• Signal cables from the load cells to the load amplifier must be as short as possible. However, all cables
must have the same length.
• The signal cable from the junction box to the load amplifier must be as short as possible.
• Shielding must be connected at all load cells, in junction box and in load amplifier.
• There must be a least 1 meter from the signal cables to the supply / power cables.
• CAN bus cables from the load amplifier to the controller must be as short as possible, and shielding must be
connected.
• There must be a least 1 meter from the CAN bus cable to the supply / power cables.
• All load cells must be connected to the same ground.
• The silo must “float” in the mechanical mounting.
• The silo must not slope more than 1 %.

3.5.4.5.5 Feed weigher
Tip weigher

Setting the tip weigher to the required number of kg per kip.
Provides an impulse for each portion of feed weighed.

Feed per second

Setting the time-controlled feed weigher to the required number of kg per second.

Fill amount weigher

Setting the max. quantity of feed per weighing (drum weigher and DOL 9940-2).
Factory-set values: 20 kg
Remember to change this to 40 kg if DOL 9940-2 is used.

Feed regulation
Max. runtime for cross
auger

Setting the max. time for auger run without the weigher delivering feed. Then the
house controller stops the auger. It will not restart until the weigher delivers food
again or the feed demand sensor is influenced.

Stop feeding system if
cross auger is empty

Setting the max. time during which the last cross auger tank may be empty. The
controller will then stop the feeding process until the feed weigher has filled the tank
again.

Feeding according to
light program

Feeding is regulated according to the time settings in the light program. With chain
feeding, the first half begins at "dawn".

3.5.4.5.6 Silo
Silo 1 capacity

Setting the maximum capacity of the silo. Used in connection with graphical view on
silo cards and in the management program FarmOnline Explorer

Name

This is used to name a silo according to function, so that it can be recognised in the
menus and alarms.

3.5.5 Water
Liters pr. pulse

Setting the number of liters that runs through the water meter for every pulse.

Water meter relay settings

By selecting a relay for a water meter, it is possible to shut off the water in the
event of excessive water consumption.
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The relay cannot be activated in the event of power failure. In this case the water
will be switched on.
Water meter settings

Select whether the individual water meter consumption should be included in the
figures for the total water consumption (at multiple water meters).

Water control

Selection of water control type (time-controlled, time-controlled controlled without
relay or time and amount controlled).

Water control using light
program

The water is adjusted according to the time settings in the light program.

3.5.5.1 Water groups
This section is only relevant to layers in cages and with multiple water meters.

The livestock house may be divided into several water groups with associated water meters. This provides measurement of water consumption per group. Settings must be made for the tiers and water meters belonging to
each water group.

Number of water groups

Setting the number of water groups.

Water group settings

Setting which tiers belong to each water group. The first group always starts at the
bottom tier.

Water group/meter settings

Setting which water meter belong to each water group.

3.5.5.2 Water meter
Water meter

Setting the number of liters supplied by the installed water meter.

Water meter setup

Select whether the individual water meter consumption should be included in the
figures for the total water consumption.

Water according to light
program

The water is adjusted according to the time settings in the light program.

3.5.6 Bird scale
For each bird scale installed, a number of settings must be made, which will depend on whether the weight is to
be used for broilers, breeders or layers.
Broiler
Scale type

Selection of scale type based on the number of kilos that the current scale can
weigh.

Animal type

Selection of which animal type to be weighed on the scale.
For sexed animals (Female and male), the individual scales can be set up to
weighing females or males.

Weighing algorithm

Selection of whether the reference weight should be continuously adjusted to the
registered weighings (adaptive) or whether the reference weight should remain
unchanged (non-adaptive).
Only for the animals groups Females or Males.

Name

Naming of scale, so that it can be recognized in the menus.

Breeder
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Scale type

Selection of scale type based on the number of kilos that the current scale can
weigh.

Animal category

Selection of which Animal group, the scale should be associated with.
All bird scales are by default associated with Animal group 1.
Only animals that are divided into groups. See also section Animal categories for
breeders [} 12].

Animal type

Selection of which animal type to be weighed on the scale.
For sexed animals (Female and male), the individual scales can be set up to
weighing females or males.

Weighing algorithm

Selection of whether the reference weight should be continuously adjusted to the
registered weighings (adaptive) or whether the reference weight should remain
unchanged (non-adaptive).
Only for either Females or Males.

Name

Naming of scale, so that it can be recognized in the menus.

Layer
Scale type

Selection of scale type based on the number of kilos that the current scale can
weigh.

Animal category

Only for breeders and layers that are divided into groups. See also section Animal
categories for breeders [} 12].
Selection of which Animal group, the scale should be associated with.

Weighing algorithm

Selection of whether the reference weight should be continuously adjusted to the
registered weighings (adaptive) or whether the reference weight should remain
unchanged (non-adaptive).
Only for either Females or Males.

Name

Naming of scale, so that it can be recognized in the menus.

Female inspection weight

Selection of option to enter weighings manually.

Male inspection weight

3.5.7 24-hour clock
24-hour clock week program

Setting for whether the 24-hour clock will be active on the individual weekdays.

Name

Naming of 24-hour clock according to function, so that it can be recognized in the
menus.

Timer

Select if the 24-hour clock is to regulate according to Stop time or ON time.
Stop time: Set the time for start and stop.
ON time: Set a time for start and how long the function will run.
These are set in the menu

Production | 24-hour clock.

3.5.8 Nests
To prevent eggs from getting jammed when closing the nests, the nest door closes slowly as it in turn closes
and opens slightly again.
Closing of the nests takes place in a cyclic movement by alternating between closing and pausing.
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Opening of the nests takes place in a continuous movement.

Installation without detection
Duration for opening
nests

Setting the amount of time it takes to open or close the nests.

Duration for closing
nests

Installation with detection
Number of detections

Setting the number of detections.

Detection name

Naming of detection e.g. according to placement, so that it can be recognized in the
menus and alarms.

Runtime after open detection

Setting of how long the motors must run after opening or closing is detected. This is
to ensure that all nests close/open and not just the nest where detection is
mounted.

Runtime after close detection
Adjust closing cycle

Closing ON time: Setting the time the nest door will close while closing.
Closing OFF time: Setting the time the nest door will pause while closing.

Animated closing
To encourage the hens to leave the nest after laying and to release any pinned eggs, animated closing may be
used.
Activate animate closing Activation or deactivation of animated closing.
Animate closing interval
time

Setting the interval for animated closing to run.

Animate close duration

Setting the time the nest door will close while closing.

Animate pause duration

Setting the time the nest door will pause while closing.

3.5.9 Scratching area
Closing of the scratching area takes place in a cyclic movement by alternating between closing and pausing
(30:00 mm:ss). This is done to ensure that all animals are on the outside before it closes completely.
Opening of the scratching area takes place in a continuous movement.

Installation without detection
Duration for opening
scratching areas

Setting the amount of time it takes to open or close the scratching area.

Duration for closing
scratching areas

Installation with detection
Number of detections

Setting the number of detections.

Detection name

Naming of detection e.g. according to placement, so that it can be recognized in the
menus and alarms.

Runtime after open detection

Setting of how long the motors must run after opening or closing is detected. This is
to ensure that all scratching areas close/open and not just the scratching area
where the detection is mounted.

Runtime after close detection
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Adjust closing cycle

Closing ON time: Setting the time the door to the scratching area will close while

closing.
Closing OFF time: Setting the time the door to the scratching area will pause while

closing.

Scratching area opening
time
Scratching area closing
time

At installation without detection,
Setting the amount of time it takes to open and close the scratching area.
Opening of scratching area takes place continuously within the set time (05:00
mm:ss).
Closing of the scratching area takes place in a cyclic movement by alternating between closing and pausing (30:00 mm:ss). This is done to ensure that all animals
are on the outside before it closes completely.

Scratching area closing
ON time

Setting the time the door to the scratching area will close while closing.

Scratching area closing
OFF time

Setting the time the door to the scratching area will pause while closing.

3.5.10 Egg counter
Select the type of system that fits the setup of the livestock house and the egg counting.
For layers in cages there are 3 systems for automatic setup of the egg counting system. This is done based on
the information the user has entered in the menu Technical | Manual installation | House type and House settings.
In the predefined setups the number of egg counters, egg positions and egg lifts are based on the number of
rows and tiers and the production controllers give them individual names.
Egg counting system

Select one of the egg counting systems:
User defined: Used in livestock houses where a flexible setup of the egg counting

is required.
1 counter for the house: For livestock houses with only 1 egg counter.

The 3 predefined setups for layers in cages:
Longitudinal: For livestock houses with egg counters mounted on longitudinal

belts.
Cross belt with lift: For livestock houses where egg counters are mounted on the

cross belt and the belt can be lifted to the individual tiers.
Cross belt with elevator: For livestock houses where egg counters are mounted

on the cross belt and the eggs are transported via an elevator.

3.5.10.1 Predefined setups with cross belts
Number of cross belt

Enter the number of installed cross belts.

Number of egg counters

Select between 1 counter per row per cross belt or 2 counters per row per cross
belt.

Cross belt settings

First tier: Enter the first tier for the cross belt.
Last tier: Display of the last tier for the cross belt.

3.5.10.2 Predefined setup with longitudinal belt
Number of egg counters

30

Select the number of egg counters per row/tier (1,2 or 4).
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Longitudinal belt

Longitudinal belt

Cross belt
Longitudinal
belt

Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Figure 11: Example of cross belt and longitudinal belts. The egg counters can be installed either on the cross belt or the longitudinal belts.

3.5.10.3 User defined setup
Egg counters installed

Enter the number of installed egg counters.

Egg lift inputs

Enter the number of inputs for the egg lift.

Egg counter positions

Enter the number of positions.

Setup egg counters

Counter: Enter the number of the egg counter.
Lift input: Select which lift input the egg counter is connected to.
Name: Name the egg counter, so that it can be recognized in the menus. The

naming must ensure that it is possible to register which row and tier the eggs are
from.
Part of sum: Setup of whether the eggs recorded on the individual egg counter

should be included in the total number of eggs.

Position 7

8

9

Position 4

5

6

Position 1

2

3

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Figure 12: Example of numbering positions.
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Input 3
Egg counter 1

Tier 3

Input 2

Egg counter 2

Input 1

Tier 2
Egg counter 3
Tier 1

Figure 13: Example of naming for egg counters.

3.5.10.4 General settings for all types of egg counting systems
Input eggs per pulse for
all egg counters

Setting for the number of eggs recorded per pulse for all egg counters at once if
all installed egg counters are of the same type.

Egg per pulse setup

Setting for how many eggs the individual egg counter records per pulse.

Egg category setup

The house controller also enables eggs which are laid outside the nests to be
recorded.
Setup for whether the different types of eggs should be included or subtracted
from the total number of eggs.
– System eggs (only aviary)
– Floor eggs (only aviary)
– Discarded eggs
– Cracked eggs
– Dirty eggs
– Hairline cracks eggs
– Small eggs
– Double yolk eggs
– Other eggs

Egg grading

For selecting whether it should be possible to enter egg sizes.

Egg weight

For selecting whether it should be possible to enter a weight for eggs.
The house controller uses the weight to calculate key values and trend curves
curves for, e.g. egg mass.

3.5.11 User-defined inputs
Select up to six values which can be set for the following units: None, kilos, Celsius, watts, square meters, litres,
tons and meters.
The values can also be named according to their function.
The function enables data to be entered into the system manually, which counts up for the current day and for
the batch.
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4 Calibration
4.1 Calibration of poultry scale
This section is relevant only to DOL 53X with software version 6.6 or higher.

The scale should be calibrated at least once a year.
When calibrating equipment, it must have a fixed, stable temperature. Therefore, if equipment is moved into the
livestock house, it requires some time to become acclimatized.
If you connect the scale to a house controller with software version 6.6 or later, it should only be calibrated on
the controller - not on the scale itself.
Display reading

Functional explanation

Start calibration

Activating the calibration.
The house controller returns to normal mode OFF, once the calibration is completed.
Reading of the calibration sequence.

Calibration state
Idle
Wait for stable empty scale
Place calibration weight
Remove calibration weight
Calibration finished
Calibration weight

Adjusting the exact weight used for calibration.

Calibration date

Date of the last calibration.

Calibration deviation

Deviation from previous calibration in percentages.

Weight

Displays the current weight.

Voltage

Displays the current input voltage from the scale.

Before calibration, it is important to ensure that the animals do not have access to the scale that needs calibration. For example, place a bucket over the scale.

In the menu
scale.

Technical | Calibration | Production | Bird

Enter the used calibration weight. See table below for calibration weight requirements for the different types of weights.
Activate Start calibration to start the calibration.
Follow the status of the calibration through the following steps:
Wait for stable empty scale
Place calibration weight: Place the calibration weight on the

scale and wait 30 sec.
Remove the calibration weight: Remove the calibration weight

and wait 30 seconds while the scale is empty. This is to ensure
that the scale remains empty until the calibration is completed.
Calibration finished.

Type of scales

Recommended calibration weight
[kg]

5, 10, 20 and 30 kg scale 5
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Type of scales

Recommended calibration weight
[kg]

70 kg scale

10

Other scale

Half of the maximum weight

4.1.1 Checking the bird scale calibration
A simple way to check the bird scale calibration is in the menu

| Technical | Manual/auto | Production

| Bird scale

First test with an empty bird scale (0 kg) and then with a 5 kg calibration weight.
The results should be as shown in the table:
DOL 94-10
Weight

DOL 98S-20

Voltage

Scale

Voltage

Empty scale (0 kg) 0 +/- 50 g

0.400– 0,600 V

0 +/- 50 g

0.400– 0,600 V

5 kg weight

5000– 5500 V

5000 +/- 200 g

2200– 2500 V

5000 +/- 100 g

If these results are not obtained, the scale must be calibrated again, see the section Calibration of poultry scale
[} 33]. If necessary a manual calibration of the scale can be made as described in the Technical User Guide for
the scale.

4.2 Calibration of light
Calibrate the light control after installation.
When a light sensor is connected to the light source, calibration can be carried out against the measured value.
Otherwise a lux meter must be used.
Select the menu

Technical | Calibration | Production | Light.

Activate Manual calibration.

Relay-controlled light
Enter the measured lux value for ON.
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Set each calibration point individually.
ON and OFF for relay-controlled light.
Points 1-6 for light dimmer (0-10 V controlled).

Light dimmer
Enter a lux value which corresponds to the measured light level
at the given voltage.

4.2.1 Light color calibration
Depending on the light source used, a Kelvin value corresponding to the desired light color at the given voltage must be entered.

4.2.2 Calibrating light sensor
When using a DOL 16 light sensor, you can calibrate the sensor against the current light in the livestock house.
Measure the light level (lux meter) in an area inside the livestock house where you would like to determine the light level
(not where the sensor is positioned).
Compare the value with the values in the documentation for
DOL 16.
Enter the measured value in the menu

| Technical |
Calibration | Production | Light sensors | Input calibration instrument value.

4.3 Feed weigher calibration
Display reading

Functional explanation

Feed weigher state

Current state for the feed weigher.

Calibration weight

Setting the desired max. calibration weight.
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Display reading

Functional explanation
20.00 kg

Activating the calibration.

Start calibration

When the calibration is completed, the climate and production controller returns
to normal mode.
Empty feed weigher

Any remaining feed in the weigher can be removed. The setting automatically
disconnects when the weigher has finished emptying.
Note that as far as the DOL 9940-2 is concerned, there must be at least 10 kg in
the weigher. If this is not the case, the weigher must be emptied manually.
Reading of the calibration sequence.

Calibration state
Idle
Wait for weigher
Calibrate with weights
Calibrate empty weigher
Calibration finished
Calibration date

Date of the last calibration.

Calibration deviation

Deviation from previous calibration in percentages.

Calibration value

Calibration factor.
When Weigher mode is set to Shared with shutter, you can enter the calibration
value in the other controller after completing the calibration. However, it is
preferable to calibrate each controller separately.

In the menu

Technical | Calibration | Production | Feed weigher.

Enter the available calibration weight.
Activate Start calibration.

If drum weigher: When the drum has rotated once and before weights are placed in the drum, activate the emergency stop on the side of the weigher so the drum does not rotate during calibration.
Follow the status of the calibration through the following steps:
Calibrate with weights: Place the weights in the drum and wait one minute.
Calibrate empty: Remove the calibration weights from the drum.
Calibration finished.

4.4 Electronic silo weigher calibration
A stable weighing signal and a calibrated weigher is important to achieve a correctly registered feed consumption, feed supply and silo weight.
After installation of the weigher, the controller will give a soft alarm until the calibration has been carried out.
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Test of signal quality
Start by testing the signal quality. It takes 5 minutes.
The test provides the most accurate result, when the silo is not
affected by a running feed system or heavy winds.

Select the menu

Technical | Calibration | Production |

Check silo signal quality

Check the test result in the menu. If the result is Poor or Very
poor, you cannot expect to receive correct data. Also, see the
section In case of poor signal quality [} 37].
Start calibration
Start the calibration by selecting the menu Technical | Calibration | Production | Silo and set Calibrate/Set tare/Change to
Calibrate.

Enter the current weight in the silo in Calibration tare amount.
Enter the weight available for the calibration (Calibration load
amount). The more weight that is available, the more precise
the calibration will be. Min. 100 kg.
Place the calibration weight on the silo.
Wait until it is stable.
The calibration state changes to: Ready to end calibration.
Select Calibrate/Set tare/Change and select Finish.

If there is uncertainty about the silo content (Calibration tare amount), it can still be calibrated and the menus
continuously show how much of the feed is being used. However, the indication of the silo content may be incorrect.
It is possible to set the calibration tare amount at a different time when you know the exact contents of the silo.
You do not have to use calibration weights for calibration and subsequently correct the entry; instead you set
Calibrate/Set tare to Set tare and the known silo weight is entered at .

4.4.1 In case of poor signal quality
The following conditions may contribute to poor signal quality:
• The cables from the load cells are too long.
• The cables are not adequately shielded.
• The cables are placed too close to power cables.
• Poor connection in terminal box.
• Load cells are not grounded.
• Poor mechanical mounting of silo.
• Poor load cell quality.
• Bad weather conditions (wind).
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Check the electrical installation should be checked, if the silo is not stabilizing. Also, see the section Electronic
silo weighing [} 25].
It is possible to troubleshoot by connecting one silo load cell at the time. This way you can identify the silo load
cell providing the poor signal quality.
Increase the value of Weighing stable, if the weigher is still not stabilizing. However, this should only be relevant
if the silo is influenced by outside conditions, such as strong wind.

4.4.2 Changing the silo weigh after calibration
If the supplied feed amount does not correspond to what was entered as Calibration load amount, it can be
changed without making a new calibration.
Select the menu Technical | Calibration | Production | Silo |
Calibrate/Set tare/Change and select Change.
Then select New calibration load amount and enter the correct
load amount.

4.5 Day silo calibration
See the menu

Technical | Calibration | Production | Day silo | Silo

Start calibration by setting the Calibrate/Set tara to Calibrate.

Enter the current weight in the silo in Calibration tare amount.
Enter the weight available for the calibration (Calibration load
amount). The more weight that is available, the more precise
the calibration will be. Min. 100 kg.
Place the calibration load in the silo.
Wait until it is stable.
The calibration state changes to: Ready to end calibration
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Select Finish.

Increase the value of Weighing stable, if the weight is not stabilized.
This should only be relevant if the silo is influenced by outside conditions, e.g. strong wind. The electrical
installation should be checked, if the silo is not stabilizing under normal conditions.
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5 Testing
After installation of the system a thorough test must be carried out, to ensure that the system works as intended.

5.1 Testing basis components
5.1.1 Testing Alarm
Select

Alarm settings.

Activate Alarm test to start testing.
Check that the alarm lamp is flashing.
Check that the alarm system alarms as intended.
Press Acknowledge to finish testing.
The test should then be made every week.

5.2 Testing optional components: Manual control
During testing, and in a service situation, the individual components connected to the climate or production controller and be switched from automatic to manual control. Thus, you can easily test the optional components
such as winch motors, etc.
In the menu Manual/auto the house controller displays the components selected in the menu Installation.
Automatic control: Normally the controller must be set to automatic control.
Manual mode: During start up, or in a service situation, it may be convenient to control the individual functions
manually.
The component currently set for manual control are listed in the
menu

Technical | Manual/Auto | Manual mode.

The manual control can also be deactivated here.

Select the function to be tested and test the components one at
a time.
A colored bar at the top of the page indicates that a component
is set for manual mode.
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After testing the components, you must set the function back to automatic control, so that the house
controller continues to operate as before.

I/O will remain in the setting that it was on at the moment the component was set to manual. This means that
operation continues when it is returned to automatic control.

5.2.1 Testing production functions
5.2.1.1 Testing light
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Production, select the required type of light and activate Manual mode.
Test the relay-controlled light by connecting and disconnecting
the relay.
Activate and check that the light is on.
Deactivate and check that the light is off.

Test the light dimmer by increasing and dimming the light intensity.
Set the Light dimmer requirement to maximum.
Set to medium and check that the light is dimmed in the house.
Set the Light dimmer requirement to 0 and check that the light
is off in the house.

Light color
Test the light color function by changing the color of the light.
Set a maximum value and check that the color of the light
changes as expected.
Set a minimum value and check that the color of the light
changes as expected.

5.2.1.2 Testing the feed demand sensor and cross auger sensor
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Production.
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Read the voltage and check the value.
Feed demand sensor:

• 0.0 V = not feed demand
• 10.0 V = feed demand
Repeat the test for Cross auger sensor. The values are the
same for the cross auger sensor.

5.2.1.3 Testing the drum weigher
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Production | Feed weigher.
Activate Empty feed weigher.
The drum makes one turn. This tests:
• Motor relay (Emptying relay)
• Inductive sensor (Weigher position)
If the drum makes one turn, deactivate the function again.
If the function Empty feed weigher does not make the drum
turn once, the function must be deactivated again else the
weigher will try again after 1 minute. Check the voltage on the
inductive sensor and try again.
If the weigher is not emptied within max. 20 seconds, the function Empty feed weigher must be deactivated again, check the voltage on the inductive sensor.

If the drum turns more than once when activating the function Empty feed weigher, the voltage of the inductive
sensor (Drum position) should be checked.
The voltage should be as follows:
• Outside the metal plate (=no signal) < 1.8 V
• On the metal plate > 7 V
Check the inductive sensor and the resistance, if the voltage levels differ from the above.

5.2.1.4 Testing DOL 9940-2
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Production | Feed weigher
Activate Empty feed weigher
The house controller activates the solenoid coil and the doors of
the weighing container open to empty the weigher.
If the feed weigher does not empty the weigher, the solenoid
coil may be defective or the container does not contain min. 10
kg.
Check the contents of the weighing container.
If the weigher is empty, the house controller activates the solenoid coil once but the weigher will not empty its contents (as the
quantity of feed weighs less than 10 kg).
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If the weigher is not empty but it contains less than 10 kg, the
weigher cannot empty its contents. The house controller activates the solenoid coil at regular intervals (3-4 seconds).
When the quantity of feed in the weigher is insufficient, the
weigher must either be emptied manually by activating its emptying mechanism or by adding more feed to the weighing container through feed requirements.
See also the testing section in the DOL 9940-2 Technical user
guide.

5.2.1.5 Testing shared feed weigher (shared with shutter) - drum weigher and
DOL 9940-2
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Production | Feed weigher.
Activate Feed weigher request relay to retrieve a signal from
the weigher.
Test the shutter relay from the controlling production controller
by selecting Shutter relay to make the shutter change position.

5.2.1.6 Testing shared feed weigher (via controllers in network)
Sharing is tested by carrying out one feeding on all controllers using the same feed weigher. Carry out the feeding on one production controller at the time.

5.2.1.7 Testing feed separation shutter (separate destination feeding for males
and females)
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Production | Feed separation shutter and activate Manual mode.
Activate Shutter relay and check that the shutter has changed
position.
Deactivate Shutter relay and check that the shutter has
changed position to the other cross auger.

5.2.1.8 Testing the electronic silo weigher
Select the menu

Technical Manual

Technical | Manual/auto | Production | Electronic silo weigher | select the silo
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Check that the Current count changes as this is the current
measured value from the electronic silo. If it does not changes,
this indicates an error. Check the connections, see also the
Technical user guide for the silo weighing box.

5.2.1.9 Testing relays for feed groups, feed relay, silo relay, silo auger and
interval timer
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Production | Feed relay and activate Manual mode.
Activate the relay and check that the function is on.
Deactivate the relay and check that the function is off.

Repeat the procedure for each function to check that it can start
and stop.

5.2.1.10 Testing the tip weigher
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Production.
Read the voltage and check the feedback contact on the tip
weigher.
The feedback contact is operated manually on the tip weigher.
At the same time check the voltage at the Weigher impulse:
• 10 kg = 0.0 V
• 0 kg = 10.0 V

5.2.1.11 Testing water meter
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Production | Water| Water meter relay and activate Manual mode.
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Activate and deactivate the water meter relay.
Check that the solenoid valve changes.
Read whether the values change to check for connection to the
water meters.
Water level
Read whether the values are correct in relation to the current
water level.

5.2.1.12 Testing door opening
Testing the door opening can be used for pop-holes, winter garden, nests and scratching area.
The test is to show if the door can open, close and stop.
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Climate | FreeRange | Pop holes or Winter garden | Pop holes control or Winter garden control
or Production | Nest or Scratching area and activate Manual mode.
Then select in turn Open, Close and Stop.
Check that the door changes position as expected.

5.2.1.13 Testing egg counter
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Production | Egg counters
Check that the egg counter is closed correctly in relation to the
intended location.

Look in the menu

Technical | Installation | Manual installation | Production | Eggs | Configure eggs per pulse how

many eggs are required to trigger a pulse and run this number
of eggs through so that the result changes.
Egg counter inputs
Check that the input is connected correctly in relation to the intended position(s).

5.2.1.14 Testing the poultry scale
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Production | Bird scale
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Check that the scale is connected correctly in relation to the location intended by placing an object on the scale to make the
reading change.
Calibrate the scale according to the poultry scale manual. If you
connect the scale to a house controller with software version
6.6 or later, it should only be calibrated on the controller - not on
the scale itself. Also, see the section Calibration of poultry scale
[} 33].

5.2.1.15 Testing relay for 24-hour clock
Select the menu

Technical | Manual/auto.

Then select Production | 24-hour clock and activate Manual mode.
Activate the testing and check that the 24-hour clock is on.
Deactivate the testing and check that the 24-hour clock is off.

5.3 Testing network connection
If the controller is integrated in a network which can be accessed through the PC management program FarmOnline Explorer, the individual controllers must be visible in FarmOnline. Also see FarmOnline Explorer Technical Manual regarding testing of the network connection.
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6 Service
6.1 Settings
6.1.1 Setting accept values for electronic silo and day silo
Weighing stable

When the weight varies less than this value, the weight is regarded as stable.
If the weight cannot be changed from delivery status, it may be necessary to
increase this setting, as well as Weigher not stable.

Weighing not stable

When the weight varies more than this value, the weigher is regarded unstable

Silo/Day silo stable

Indicates whether the silo is stable or not.

Silo delivery mode
(silo)

As long as feed is supplied to the silo the delivery mode is ON.

Empty detection level
(day silo)

Depending on the capacity of the weigher, a value must be set for when the
production controller considers the weigher as empty. This value must be
lower than the one to which the weigher can decrease for certain.

6.1.2 Testing silo signal quality
The silo signal quality must be tested when the installation is finalized or if there are doubts if the silo weighing
is correct.
| Technical | Calibration | Production | Check silo signal quality
Start signal quality test

Activate or deactivate the signal test.

Remaining test time

Countdown showing how long the test will run. Complete test time is 5 minutes.

Test date

The date for the latest signal test.

Test result

The test result may be either Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor or Very poor.

The test should be carried out when not feeding and on a day without wind.
If the test result is Poor or Very poor, please see the DOL 199 Silo Weighing Box Technical User Guide for fault
finding.

6.1.3 Network settings
Controllers may be installed in a network. This way they may share equipment with each other.
Sharing requires:
• A cabled LAN between the controller providing the shared equipment and the controller also using it.
• A stable network. For example, there must be now warnings in FarmOnline Explorer - Network information.
• All controllers must have static IP address.
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The controller sharing its equipment with others is called a ‘Master’. The controllers getting information from the
‘Master’ are called ‘Clients’.
A controller may be the ‘Master’ of, for example, an outside temperature sensor, but at the same time be the
‘Client’ of a outside humidity sensor connected to another controller.
Client

Client

Master

Client

Client

Client

Figure 14: Example of network setup in two houses each with 3 controllers.

Usually, 3 controllers in each of the 2 houses would mean that you would have to install 6 outside temperature
sensors. However, if all of the 6 controllers are connected in the same network, they may share information from
one single outside temperature sensor.
The management program FarmOnline Explorer has access to the house controllers through the network of the
farm.
Select the menu

Technical | Service | Network settings| IP- configuration

MAC address

MAC address of the controller. It is, for example, used in connection with error tracing
in the network.

IP configuration mode

DHCP or Static IP.

IP address

The IP address of the controller: e.g. 192.168.1.101.

Netmask

The Netmask of the controller: e.g. 255.255.255.0.

Gateway IP address

The Gateway address of the controller: e.g. 192.168.1.1.

Edit

IP configuration mode: Selecting Static IP / DHCP

Entering IP address, Netmask and Gateway IP address.
Netmask and gateway must only be set when selecting Static IP.
The house controller is set to Static IP by default.
SKOV A/S recommends that you follow a standard network setup (also see FarmOnline Explorer Technical manual).
Note that if the connection between the ‘Master’ and the ‘Client’ controllers is interrupted, the
‘Client’ controller loses information from the shared equipment.
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House 2
House 1

6.2 Display
Select the menu

Technical | Service | Display

Backlight

Adjust the brightness of the display to best suit the current location of the controller.

Backlight (Dimmed)

Set the brightness of the display when the controller is not being used.

Backlight timeout

Setting the time from when the controller was operated and until the backlight
dimmes.

6.3 Backup
Select the menu

Technical | Service | Backup

It is possible to save and load a backup of the current settings
and page views.
This can be done either on the house controller's internal CPU
module, SD card or USB stick.
If settings are to be copied to other house controllers, use an
SD card or a USB stick.
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6.3.1 Backup of historical data
ARM based CPU module (one LAN port)

IMX based CPU module (two LAN ports)

This CPU module will automatically save
all historical data to the SD card, regardless of how menu settings have been
made.

This CPU module will automatically save all
historical data to the internal memory and
only use the SD card as backup media.

6.3.1.1 IMX based CPU module (2 LAN ports)
It is possible to save setting and pages, for example, before
making changes. If you want to undo the changes, you can load
the save settings and pages and thereby cancel the changes.

6.3.2 SD card and USB stick
Using an SD card or a USB stick it is possible to backup the controller setup and data including settings, pages,
historical data, house name, IP address, calibration values, etc.
In order to prevent data loss when replacing a defective house controller or individual hardware parts, it is possible to restore all types of data from the SD card.
The USB stick can also be used to copy data from one controller to another and to store data on a PC.
It is possible to make a daily backup of the controller data.
Activate the function Daily backup under SD card or USB stick.
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When the settings and pages are saved on the SD card, the
house name, date and time is added automatically.
When loading you can select between loading settings, loading
pages or loading settings and pages.

When settings are saved on the USB stick, a name can be
added to the file.
Press Add file to create a new file to save the settings and
pages to.
Press the icon for the recycle bin to delete a file.

Name the file.
Each file is saved with the chosen name, time and date.

When loading you can select between loading settings, loading
pages or loading settings and pages.

Note that the CAN protocol and IP setup is also saved when using the backup function.

Please note that there should only be one USB stick in the CPU module at a time when it is used
for storage of data and logs.

Save

Save settings and pages from the controller on the SD card or USB stick.

Load

Load settings and pages from the SD card or USB stick onto the controller.
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Backup

Create a backup copy of the controller data. Among other things data comprises
settings, pages, historical data, house name, IP address, calibration values, etc.

Restore

Restore data on the controller from the backup. Among other things data comprises
settings, pages, historical data, house name, IP address, calibration values, etc.

Daily backup

Activate backup of the controller data every night at 01:30.

Format SD card
Format USB stick

Erases all data from the SD card or USB stick.

SD card status
USB stick status

See the status of the SD card or USB stick.

SKOV A/S recommends that you always save the setup on a USB stick before updating a program.

6.4 Software update
Important information
Loading a new program usually takes up to two minutes.
During the update, the power supply must not be interrupted and the USB stick must not
be removed before the software update has completely finished, i.e. before the graphic
user interface is accessible and usable again.
We advise against updating software when there are animals in the house.
During the update, all relays are released, e.g. to the shutter motors. The ventilation system will
thus be open, and all other functions will disconnect.
Should it be necessary to update the software while there are animals in the house, the update
should be carried out in the presence of an animal expert and observing the following precaution:
• Evaluate which climate climate functions are to be run in manual mode during the update, and
activate the manual switch for each of them to ensure that these conditions are maintained
during the software update.
• Remove the power supply (230 V and battery) from the emergency opening, if the air inlet and
air outlet should remain closed during updating.
CAN Protocol will remain unchanged after a software update. See also the Circuit Diagrams and
Cable Plans document.

6.4.1 Preparing for a software update
1. Note or take pictures of the pages.
2. Note or take pictures of current configuration under the menu Show connections (software updates from old
to new software will reallocate individual inputs or outputs in some instances).
3. Note or take pictures of the management and climate values that are described in the chart below.
If there are animals in the house, it is very important to note the values that are described in the chart: (*If installed).
Menu

Function

Management

Batch day no.

Setpoint

Number of set animals
Climate

Temperature setpoint
Heater temperature setpoint*
Humidity setpoint*
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Menu

Function

Setpoint

Minimum ventilation
Maximum ventilation
Production

Number of dead animals
Silo 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

If there are animals in the house, climate and production functions which need to be run manually
during the update must be activated now.

6.4.2 Carrying out the software update
1. Loosen the screws (A) that hold the front panel in place.
2. Lift out the front panel.
Make sure not to pull the flat cable so that the plug (B) is damaged.
3. Insert the USB stick containing the software update in the USB port (C) on the CPU module.

In the menu

Technical | Service | Install software

Select the required software version.
The installation process begins.
Settings are automatically saved before the update starts and
are loaded after the restart.
During the software update, the house controller will restart.
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It is VERY important not to disconnect the power supply during update.

Do not remove the USB stick until the installation is fully completed. In other words, when the graphical user interface is accessible and usable.
The software update is now complete.
If necessary, check the software version number via the menu General | About | Software.

6.4.3 Check after software update
It is very important to check that the controller works as it did before the update, as a few connections may switch in connection with an update. The controller will provide a warning of this, but will
not indicate which connection has been moved.
If there are animals in the livestock house, it is very important to check the noted values after the
update, so that the day number and all other settings are correct again.
1. Check the pages.
Compare the pages in the display with your notes or the pictures taken before the update. If you have lost
the setup, you have to set up the pages again.
2. Check configuration after the update in the menu Show connection
Check that the connections are as noted or as in the pictures taken before the update.
3. Set/check that operation and climate values are the same as before the update according to the
notes entered in the form.
4. Reset the climate components to automatic mode.
5. Check that the controller works as it should by testing all components.
This can be done in the menu Manual/Auto. You can test each function by activating manual mode.
6. If the set-up has been copied from another house controller, all winch motors must be re-calibrated.
The controller will only load the calibration if it comes from the same house controller. Therefore, a calibration is required if it comes from another controller.
7. Set the function Use password as required.

6.5 System
6.5.1 Resetting data
Please note that the controller will restart after it has been reset.

Select the menu

| Technical | Service | Reset

Reset settings and pages The controller deletes all settings and restores the factory settings.

Reset FarmOnline data

The controller deletes all data that has been saved in connection with the management program. The house must be set up again in the program's configurator.

Factory reset

The controller deletes all settings and restores the factory settings. It also deletes all
data that has been saved in connection with the management program (the house
must be set up again in the program’s configurator).
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7 General
7.1 About
SOFTWARE
Software version
System ID
System name
Build time
CPU MODULE
License request code
MAC address
SDK version
Boot loader version
MAIN MODULE
Type
Software version
Serial no.
Calibrated
ADDITIONAL MODULES
Modules 1-13

Type
Software version
Serial no.

SILO WEIGHING BOXES
Silo weighing box 1

Type
Software version
Serial no.
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8 Troubleshooting guide
8.1 Troubleshooting shared equipment
• Check the IP setup of the controllers. See the section Network settings [} 47].
• Check the link status of the router, if a router is part of the network. See the router’s own documentation.
• Mount an ethernet cable between a pc and the second ethernet port on the controller.
– Check the IP setup of the pc. The IP address must be within the address range of the controller and
must not already be used in the network.
– Check the connection to the controller by means of pinging:
1. Open a command prompt to test the connection to the devices by pinging.
2. Enter: ping –n 60 –l 1500 <IP_Addr>

3.
1. Inside <IP_Addr> enter the IP address of the controller you want to check.
Quality

Response time

Packet drop

Good network

< 20 ms

<1%

Average network

< 100 ms

<5%

Poor network

> 100 ms

>5%

Ping test accepted.

Ping test not accepted.

8.2 Signal levels of the feed weigher
8.2.1 Feed weigher controlled by one production controller
8.2.1.1 DOL 9940-2
Terminal

Signal level

Feed weigher, weigher voltage:

0.9 - 1.1 V = Empty weigher
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Terminal

Signal level
6.7 - 6.9 V = Full weigher (40 kg)

Feed weigher, reference voltage:

Should be 9.5 - 9.7 V under all conditions

Feed weigher, solenoid:

ON = solenoid coil active
OFF = solenoid coil not active

8.2.1.2 Drum weigher
Terminal

Signal level

Feed weigher, weigher voltage:

0.9 - 1.1 V = Empty weigher

Feed weigher, reference voltage:

Should be 9.5 - 9.7 V under all conditions

Feed weigher, motor:

ON = motor runs

6.7 - 6.9 V = Full weigher (20 kg)

OFF = motor is switched off
Feed weigher, top position:

Sensor off the metal plate (= no signal) < 1.8 V
Sensor on the metal plate > 7 V

8.2.2 Feed weigher with feed separation shutter shared between to
production controllers
Controlling house controller
Terminal
Signal level
The same settings as for weigher controlled by one house controller as well as the settings below
Feed weigher, request relay:

Constantly ON = This house controls the weigher.
ON 10 sec./OFF 2 min. = This house wants to control the weigher.
OFF = This house does not have control of the weigher.

Sharing signal:

Approx. 0 V = The other house is not using the weigher.
Ca. 10 V = The other house uses the weigher.

Distribution shutter position:

< 1 V = The distribution shutter leads the feed to this house.
> 9 V = The distribution shutter leads the feed to the other house.

Distribution shutter relay:

ON = The distribution shutter is directed to this house.
OFF = The distribution shutter is directed to the other house.

Non-controlling production controller
Terminal
Signal level
The same settings as for weigher controlled by one house controller as well as the settings below
Feed weigher, request relay:

Constantly ON = This house controls the weigher.
ON 10 sec./OFF 2 min. = This house wants to control the weigher.
OFF = This house does not have control of the weigher.

Sharing signal:

Approx. 0 V = The other house is not using the weigher.
Ca. 10 V = The other house uses the weigher.

Distribution shutter position:
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Non-controlling production controller
Terminal
Signal level
> 9 V = The distribution shutter leads the feed to this house.

8.2.2.1 Feed weigher sharing signals
Check that the shared signals are connected correctly.
In the menu Technical | Service | Manual/auto both the controlling and the non-controlling controller are set to
manual = ON.
In the menu Technical | Service | Manual/auto| Production | Feed weigher the signals are controlled and verified.
Signal control
1. Set Weigher request relay = ON on one of the controllers.
2. Check that the shared signal = approx 10 V on the other controller.
3. Set Weigher request relay = OFF on one of the controllers.
4. Check that the shared signal = approx 0 V on the other controller.
Repeat the procedure based on the other controller.
Checking shutter signals
1. Set Shutter relay = ON on the controlling climate and production controller.
2. Check that the distribution shutter conveys the feed to the controlling livestock house.
3. Check that Shutter position = approx 0 V on both controllers.
4. Set Shutter relay = OFF on the controlling climate and production controller.
5. Check that the shutter conveys the feed to the non-controlling livestock house.
6. Check that Shutter position = approx 10 V on both controllers.
Remember to set Manual/auto = OFF in the menu Technical | Service | Manual/auto
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9 Technical data
Electrical
Rated voltage

V AC

115*, 200* and 230/240 (*not speed controller)

Operating voltage

V AC

103.5-264

Frequency

Hz

50/60

Effect

W

75

Max. current consumption

A

0.7

Main module
Configurable main module.

Inputs
Outputs/power supply

Number 0-10 V:
-11 inputs and 2 outputs – or
- 9 inputs and 4 outputs – or
- 7 inputs and 6 outputs
7 x 0-10 V DC input impedance 2.1 mOhm.
2 x 15 V DC power supply +/- 10 % max. 40 mA in total.
2 x motor supply 24 V DC +/- 20 % max. 0.4 A (in total for the entire
controller).
2 x supply for winch motor potentiometer 10 V DC max. 40 mA in total.
2 x 0-10 V DC Output impedance 100 Ohm.

Relays

12 x NO/NC potential free
Max. voltage/current at resistive load 250 V AC / 5 A AC.
Max. voltage/current at inductive load 250 V AC / 2A AC CosPhi 0.8.
1 x alarm relay NC, max. 24 V 2 A. Min. 12 V 10 mA (resistive load).

I/O module type 15
IO type 15, 10RL 8AI 8AO
Inputs

No jumpers. Requires external resistors for use with e.g., water meters. Comes with resistors.
8 x 0-10 V DC input impedance 2.1 mOhm.

Pulsing Inputs
(e.g. water meter, energy
meter)

Minimum pulse length: 75 ms.
Minimum pulse interval: 75 ms.
Maximum frequency/pulse per sec.: 6 Hz.

Outputs/power supply

8 x 0-10 V DC output impedance 10 Ohm.
1 x motor supply 24V DC +/- 20%, 0.4 A.

Relays

10 x NO/NC potential free max.
Max. voltage/current at resistive load 250 V AC / 5 A AC.
Max. voltage/current at inductive load 250 V AC / 2A AC CosPhi 0.8.

I/O module type 3
IO type 3, 10RL 8AI 8AO
Inputs

With jumpers for configuration of inputs.
8 x 0-10 V DC input impedance 2.1 mOhm.

Pulsing Inputs
(e.g. water meter, energy
meter)

Minimum pulse length: 75 ms.
Minimum pulse interval: 75 ms.
Maximum frequency/pulse per sec.: 6 Hz.

Outputs/power supply

8 x 0-10 V DC output impedance 10 Ohm.
1 x motor supply 24V DC +/- 20% 0.4 A

Relays

10 x NO/NC potential free max.
Max. voltage/current at resistive load 250 V AC / 5 A AC.
Max. voltage/current at inductive load 250 V AC / 2A AC CosPhi 0.8.

Network

Technical Manual
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Network interface

2 x 10/100 BASE+TX RJ 45

USB

2 x USB 2.0 A type

Accessories
Speed control (output)

Motor load max. 6.8 A 230-240 V AC/min. 150 W.

Environment
Storage temperature

°C (°F) -10 to +45 (+14 to 113)
°C (°F) -25 to +60 (-13 to +140)

Ambient humidity, operation

% RH

Operating temperature

Protection class

IP

0-80
54 (splashproof)
It is assumed that the base surface is flat, i.e. ≤ there is a 1.5 mm difference in height, and the front panel screw is tightened to a minimum
of 1.5 Nm. 1.5 Nm.

Mechanical
Cable knock-out punches
Large

Small

30 x M25 For metrical cable
glands

20 x M25 For metrical cable
glands

Large

Small

Shipment
Dimensions (H x W x D)

mm

381 x 568 x 170

381 x 400 x 170

Dimensions crated H x W x
D

mm

421 x 608 x 230

425 x 555 x 195

Weight

g

7800

5800

Shipping weight

g

9200

6900

9.1 Dimensioned sketch
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10 Functionality
DOL 534 Climate
LPV CT
T Nat. Bro

System software

P

DOL 535 Production
Bre Bre Bre Lay Lay
L
M
S
L
M

Lay
S

Ventilation mode
X

LPV

X

Tunnel

X

Tunnel-Plus

X

Combi-tunnel (side + tunnel)

X

X

X

Natural
Natural feature can be purchased
separately

X

X

X

Soft Chill feature can be purchased
separately

X

X

Inside temperature sensor

X

X

X

X

Outside temperature sensor

X

X

X

X

2 zone

X

X

Dynamic Air

X

X

MultiStep

X

X

X

Dynamic MultiStep (side and tunnel)

X

X

X

Side MultiStep

16

16

Ventilation and temperature

X

16

16

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Minimum ventilation in % and m /
animal

X

X

X

X

Number of stepless groups controlled separately

2

2

2

Number of flaps in each stepless
group

1

1

1

Parking of fans

X

X

Cycle timer minimum side ventilation

X

X

Tunnel MultiStep
Adaptive ventilation
PID control (or P-band)
3

X

Cycle timer minimum tunnel ventilation
Active pressure control - inlets

X

X

Comfort control

X

X

Heat wave comfort control (batch
production)

X

X

Day and night adjustment

X

X

De-ice function for inlets

X

X

Zone controlled inlets

X

X

Shared air outlets (between side
and tunnel)

Technical Manual
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System software

DOL 534 Climate
LPV CT
T Nat. Bro

Extra ventilation (**CT-variant in
side-mode)

X

X

CO2 minimum ventilation control

X

X

X

NH3 ventilation

X

X

X

Stir fan

4

4

4

4

Heat recovery unit (only 1 zone
houses)

X

X

FreeRange

X

X

Pop holes

8

8

Winter garden

2

2

Display of user-offset for temperature setpoint

X

X

X

X

Number of room heating units

6

6

6

6

Number of stand-alone heaters

4

4

4

4

Adaptive heating control (room
heating and stand alone heaters)

X

X

X

X

Control of floor heating (by outside
temperature)

X

X

X

Display of floor heating return temperature

X

X

X

Adaptive floor heating control

X

X

X

Inside humidity sensor

X

X

X

X

Outside humidity sensor

X

X

X

X

Humidity control via "humidity ventilation”

X

X

X

X

Humidity control via “temperature
reduction”

X

X

X

X

Humidity control via "heating control”

X

X

X

X

Humidification control

X

X

X

X

Adaptive humidity control

X

X

X

X

Intelligent humidity control by outdoor conditions

X

X

X

X

Automatic change of humidity control principle on day number

X

X

X

X

3

3

P

DOL 535 Production
Bre Bre Bre Lay Lay
L
M
S
L
M

Lay
S

Heating

Humidity

Cooling
Control - Side cooling
Control - Tunnel cooling

3

6

6

Adaptive tunnel cooling

X

X

X

Cooling before maximum ventilation

X

X

X

X

X

Cooling pad cleaning function
Nozzle cleaning (side cooling)

62
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System software
Use effect curve

DOL 534 Climate
LPV CT
T Nat. Bro
X

P

DOL 535 Production
Bre Bre Bre Lay Lay
L
M
S
L
M

Lay
S

X

Production
Feed
Feed weigher (number per house)

2

See table for feed weighers available for different feed systems.
Drum weigher (DOL 99B)
X
- drum weigher shared by two houses
X
- feed mixing
X
- number of feed components
5
Weigher 9940:
X
- weigher shared by two houses
X
- feed mixing
X
- number of feed components
5
Tip weigher
X
Electronic silo weigher
X
Electronic silo weigher with shared
X
cross auger
Day silo weigher (with dest. Feeding
and tier feeding)
Day silo with mixer
Time-controlled weigher
X
Time-controlled weigher with cross
X
auger
Manual entry
X
Feed counter
X
5
Silos

2

2

2

2

4

2

1

X
X

X
X
X
5
X
X
X
5
X
X

X
X
X
5
X
X
X
5
X
X

X
X
X
5
X
X
X
5
X
X

X
X
X
5
X
X
X
5
X
X
X

X
X
X
5
X
X
X
5
X
X
X

X
X
X
5
X
X
X
5
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

1
X
X
1
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
2

X
X
5

X
X
5

X
X
5

X
X
8

X
X
4

X
X
2

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Pan feeding

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Chain feeding

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

64
X
X

16
X
X

8
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

8
12
8
8
8
12

6
4
6
6
6
6

4
1
4
4
4
4

Naming of silos
Feed control

Destination feeding
Number of destinations
Week program
Pause in case of input from external
device
Refilling (small destinations)
Feed separation shutter (female/
male)
Tier feeding
Compartments (aviary)
Feed groups (aviary)
Rows (cage)
Tiers (cage)
Feed groups (cage)
Feed line
Technical Manual
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System software

DOL 534 Climate
LPV CT
T Nat. Bro

P

Pause in case of input from external
device
Animate feeding
Split feeding
Dosing hopper
Add feed manually
Feed supplement
Restricted feeding

X

Feed mixture according to graph

X

Automatic silo switch

X

Combined feed weigher and silo
weigher

DOL 535 Production
Bre Bre Bre Lay Lay
L
M
S
L
M
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Lay
S
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Shared silo content with other
houses

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Empty silo sensor

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Control according to light program

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Water
Water meter

1

1

1

1

24

6

24

16

8

24

8

1

Naming of water meter

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Water program

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Control according to light program

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

64

64

Stop relay for water consumption
Leakage control

X

X

X

X

Water level alarm
Feature for water level alarm can be
purchased separately

64

64

64

64

64

64

Water control feature can be purchased separately

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Flushing (feature can be purchased
separately)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

12

2

12

12

12

12

4

2

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bird scale
Scales
Scale associated with animal group
Manual registration of weight

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Inspection weight

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Light

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Light dimmer

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Light program

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
3
2

X
X
3
2

X
X
6
2

X
X
6
2

X
X
6
2

X
X
9
6

X
X
6
4

X
X
2
2

Light

Main light, standard
Main light, flexible
Slave light
Extra light
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System software

DOL 534 Climate
LPV CT
T Nat. Bro

P

Light sensor

5

1

Boost function

X

X

Inspection light
Light dimmer controlled by light
sensor

DOL 535 Production
Bre Bre Bre Lay Lay
L
M
S
L
M
5
5
5
5
4

Lay
S
1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10

10

10

10

8

6

32

16

32

8

1

Egg counter positioning input terminals

8

6

Egg sizes

X

X

X

X

X

Light color
X

Changing light intensity

X

Nest control
Nest control
Controlling scratching area
Controlling scratching area
24-hour clock
24-hour clocks

1

1

1

1

10

4

Egg counter
Egg counter

X

X

1

1

1

1

1

1

User-defined inputs

6

6

6

6

6

6

Interval timers

6

6

6

6

6

1

Egg weight
Miscellaneous
Number of houses per controller

1

1

1

1

Auxiliary sensor

8

8

8

4

Reference values

X

X

X

X

Key values

1

1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Curve control (temp., humidity, min.
vent, max. vent.)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

History curves

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

In-between function (soaking/washing/drying/disinfection)

X

X

X

X

Catching

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Ventilation boost

X

X

X

X

User-defined front views

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Frost protection of empty section

X

X

Three password levels

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Comprehensive alarm functions

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Operation and alarm logs

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Support of emergency opening DOL
278T

X

X

Energy consumption monitoring

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

Status on equipment (current sensor)

64

64

64

64
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System software
Remote Access (via FarmOnline)

DOL 534 Climate
LPV CT
T Nat. Bro
X

X

X

X

X

P
X

DOL 535 Production
Bre Bre Bre Lay Lay
L
M
S
L
M
X
X
X
X
X

Lay
S
X

* Only for production of broilers on floor.
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